Lexus replaces FrinkPad as frosh toy

President promises new car to combat declining enrollment

By Heather Seely
News Goddess

Citing high costs as the primary reason, over half of the already small number of students who were granted enlistment into the university declined the offer. "Apparently students were figured out how damn expensive this school is," junior Rich Whitekid exorted.

The admissions office, however, was left scrambling for alternative theories that could possibly make the school look better.

"Well, most of the students we surveyed on why they did not decide to come here said that rising tuition was a big factor," admissions director Rob Silver said, "but we are still working on developing theories as to the real cause. We primarily think it is the poor performance of our athletic teams.

In response to this theory, the football team has replaced the basketball team. Don Beat'em, the basketball head coach, reasoned that "if we can’t beat the other teams, at least we can scare the shit out of them."

However, the Bored Trustees decided this approach was inadequate and has commissioned the admissions office to come up with something else. The admissions office passed the task on to ERRORMARK employees.

"When Daddy pointed out to me that it only cost $4,000 more per year to attend farward, I decided why not," high school senior Stew Dent gabbed.

"Not that it really matters much to me since Daddy is paying anyway, but he said it was a better business investment, and I need to learn these things if I am going to take over his company," Dent complained with a scowl.

President Tea Kake, however, automatically blamed the admissions office, claiming they had "poor and unaggressive" recruiting techniques and that the office, as a whole, "sucks."

Kake decided to take matters into his own hands and devised the Plan for the Class of 2004, which automatically got rubber-stamped by his fishing buddies on the Bored Trustees.

In the plan, Kake plans to woo students by giving each freshman a new Lexus and replacing it when they are juniors. Although Kake said the cars do not help the learning environment of the school, he explained they add to the campus beauty by replacing some of the "old, cheap cars our poor students drive."

See Lexus, Page 2

Plans for Year of Gluttony in works for 2000

By Travis Langdon
Wonder Dogg

With the "Year of Globalization and Diversity" drawing to a close and the university anticipating the events scheduled as part of the impending "Year of Science and Technology," the theme year committee is currently hard at work trying to determine what theme will represent the year of 2000-01.

To ensure that the interests of all are at least considered, the theme year committee is taking suggestions from various groups on campus and in the university area. Once all of the recommendations are compiled, the committee will make a collective decision about which one best suits the university.

The first recommendation came from a survey conducted by Sloppy Government, and is tentatively called "The Year of Gluttony and Intoxication." Junior Susie Egghed, the president of SG, said that she feels the theme will appropriately reflect the sense of revelry and reckless over-indulgence that the student body expects for the upcoming millennium.

A lot of people expect New Year’s Eve in 1999 to be the ultimate party, but I think our student body expects a lot more than that," Egghed said. "The way I see it, if we’re still around on Jan. 1, 2000, then we probably have a full 1,000 years before we have to even consider facing the angry wrath of God. By then, we’ll all be dead and gone, so I say ‘Let’s live it up’.

SG’s preliminary outline for the year includes several campuswide parties, hosted by visiting students from larger universities with more extensive experience in having fun. Special events for the year are to include "Party Like a Rock Star Week," "The Eat a Cow Jamboree," "The 72-hour Grain Alcohol Love-It" and "Illicit Drug Experimentation Weekend."

However, the administration has its own ideas about what approach to take with the year’s theme. President T.K. Horny suggested "The Year of systematic manipulation by college universities" as a possible way to let students know the plans that the administration has for them.

Horny said that the idea arose from his frustration at watching students resist the university’s effort to control all aspects of campus life. According to Horny, educated students are more likely to complacently obey any regulations or restrictions that the administration chooses to implement, and, if they chose not to, at least they will know the consequences.

"At this point, the most important thing is just making sure students know that their time as free-thinking individuals is truly limited," Horny said.

"We realize that we made a big mistake by ever giving students any freedom in the first place, and the time has come for us to do something about it. If you give a

See Gluttony, Page 2
3 new sororities mean triple fun!!

Sisters to make life easier for freshmen

By Heather Seely
Don't hate me; it's only a joke

Because of the increasingly high grade class, the Panhellenic Council voted to add three new sororities and a fall Rush for freshmen. Senior Buffy Ho, the president of Panhell, said adding the sororities and fall Rush would allow freshmen girls more options to find group affiliation earlier.

"Freshmen may not be a tough time. There are so many decisions to make, and you often feel like you don't fit in," Ho said. "If girls join sororities within the first couple weeks, they will not have to worry about making the decisions because we can just make all of them for them. They also will not have to worry about their reputation at school because that comes with pledging."

Senior Ally Koholic, the president of Kappa Epsilon Gamma, agreed that pledging makes freshmen year easier for girls.

"You don't have to worry about making friends or which parties to attend, because you pay for all of that in your pledge fee," she said. Koholic also stressed how easy it was to join a sorority.

"All you need is a pair of black pants and a couple hundred dollars to pay for our fees," Koholic said. "But all we know that your parents will pay that anyway because if they weren't rich you wouldn't be going here."

"You don't have to worry about making friends or which parties to attend because you pay for all of that in your pledge fee."

Ally Koholic
President of Kappa Epsilon Gamma

Junior Donna Spelling, president of Sigma Alpha Kappa, offered an explanation of why sororities were becoming so popular on campus.

"Freshmen girls just see sorority girls getting drunk and hooking up with fraternity boys, and they want to be a part of that," Spelling said. Spelling said that adding the sororities is in the spirit of the Year of Globalization and Diversity.

"What better way is there to celebrate the Year of Globalization and Diversity than to have a campus that is so homogenized and dependent on the Greek system than to diversify the Greek system by adding new sororities that will basically be the same as the others?" Spelling said.

Ho said Panheli's goal is to increase the number of sororities to 90 percent of the campus in Greek. Ho said that Panheli had not yet chosen the three new sororities but said it would evaluate the groups based on their values and use of paint-cup parties. Prestigious alumni will also factor into their decision.

"Our role is to help others find meaning and Homogeneity. The organization hopes to collaborate with other supremacy groups in the Winston-Salem area to inform students about the benefits of an Aryan society."

The group is concerned that white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant students are becoming entirely too tolerant of others and need to understand the feasibility of what they call "a pure nation."

Other ideas in the works include "The Year of Solicited Sex in America," "The Year of Destruction and Anarchy," "The Year of Dirty Syringes and Filth," "The Year of Tobacco" and "The Year of NASCAR and Professional Wrestling."

"The Year of Tobacco" and "The Year of NASCAR and Professional Wrestling."

Lexus
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Kake's plan also calls for a $5,000 increase in tuition. The increase, however, will not cover the entire cost of the vehicle, so Kake said he plans to revoke the 40 new teaching positions created in the Plan for the Class of 2000 and cut faculty salaries by 15 percent.

Kake said that to compensate the faculty for their losses, they would receive the students' old cars when they are replaced with new ones.

"I know the plan seems as though it might not help with the tuition and faculty salary problems, Kake conceded, "but I am hoping that when I leave the shiny new cars in the students' and faculty's faces that they will forget how much I am screwing them over." Kake will continue his plan with an aggressive, nationwide recruiting campaign that will include posters featuring Kake with a shiny, new Lexus.

Many current students and faculty were outraged by the proposal.

"I think it is ludicrous," sophomore Mary Spool prattled. "How can I keep up with status symbols if the university is providing the other students with new cars. Daddy is going to have to start buying me a new car each year now."

"As always, the faculty are the ones being hurt the most by this," Guy Limestone, a professor of politics whined. "What if we want a different kind of car? We need more choices."

To also help with the cost of the plan, Kake will replace the entire cleaning and food service staff with work-study students.

"If the poor students were lucky enough to get in here, we should remind them of their subservient role by having them do jobs historically reserved for the poor and women," Kake yawned.

He will also eliminate an unspecified amount of the admissions staff.

"Their roles will be replaced by the glossy brochures I created with pictures of students sitting next to their Lexuses and e-mailing on their ThinkPads," Kake said.

Kake said he does not plan to add any additional parking for the new vehicles but does plan to plow under Lot Q to make room for a Blow Lexus monument to be erected next fall.

Thinfty Whities

Don't even think of sending us anything important. And that 5 p.m. Monday deadline is really for everyone else. It's OK to mess up everything. No one reads this anyway.

Gluttony
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student an inch, he'll take a mile, and I think this theme year would be a big step in helping us tighten the reins."

In keeping with the year's theme, new rules will be imposed and more privileges will be taken away until it is determined that students are no longer acting on their own impulses. Although Horry has not finished compiling his list of ideas, some changes expected to occur will include the installation of video cameras in all off-campus student residencies, mandatory lights out at 10 p.m. and the inclusion of a course called "The importance of blind adherence to authority" into the university's divisional requirements.

Several other ideas are also being given serious consideration by the theme year committee.

One theme suggested by the Eastborough Baptist Church as a response to this year's theme was "The Year of Global Dominination."
Teletubbies attack crazy-ass Baptists

By Katie Venit
Perspectives Editor

Angered over Geri Caldwell’s claims that they “swing the other way,” the Teletubbies laid siege to campus and allegedly raped members of the Eastburgh Baptist Church.

This bizarre turn of events began when the church, protesting Wake TV’s decision to run episodes of the syndicated television show “Lavern and Shirley,” tried to re-picket the campus. They were joined by rightist minister Caldwell.

“Clearly, we didn’t invite God’s wrath enough the first time we protested this Satan-loving school,” wailed the group’s leader Binda Lair, a former actress of “the Exorcist” fame.

“But that’s understandable. There’s a long list of sinners that deserve lightning bolts, and there’s only so many hours in a day, even a divine day.”

“Teletubbies didn’t learn their lesson, but we’ve learned ours. Now we’ve brought more God-power,” she chirped, referring to Caldwell’s union with the legion.

After this speech, the legion stormed campus March 7. Even though students were away on spring break, it was trying to cut costs and combine the picketing of this campus with attending the ACC Tournament.

Sources are unclear as to how the Teletubbies learned of Caldwell’s connection with the legion. However, it is known that a source intimate with the Eastburgh Baptist Church leaked information to the Teletubbies with details about the planned picketing.

According to eyewitnesses, the Tubby Four, formally non-militant, attacked shortly after noon March 7. Waving British flags and chanting battle cries in Teletubbies, they descended on the Teletubbies with details about the planned picketing.

All members of the Tubby Four are charged with assault and are currently out on bail. A source intimate with the Teletubbies learned of events before the Teletubbies learned of them.
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Homeowners arrested for drunken revelry

By Heather Seely
News Goddess

If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.
This was the University Area Homeowners Coalition’s theory when it threw a giant block party/bacchanalian revel for off-campus students.
The previously militant group decided to give up the fight against the university when a can of beer was left on the doorstep of UAHIC self-appointed dictator Betty Sue Michaels’ house as a peace offering after a particularly loud Friday night. She was seen Saturday morning organizing a neighborhood field trip to St. Louis to see the Busch factory. Witnesses say she sported a grass skirt and was praising the Big Kahuna, chanting “I have tasted ambrosia, the nectar of the gods!”

To prove she’s sincere, Michaels planned her “blowout of the century” to mend wounded egos.
The orgy, however, did not go as well as planned. Winston-Salem police had to be called in when students living off campus complained. “Things had been going well until about 12:30,” whined Deon Issus, the senior and president of the OFP-Campus Students Party. “The homeowners coalition had provided about 20 kegs, so we were having a good time getting drunk and hooking up. But then things got out of hand.”

Issus said several homeowners began urinating in his front yard and on his car that was parked there. “That wasn’t the bad part, though, because that had happened at every party,” Issus droned. “What sucked was when one of the homeowners, some Michaels chick, took off her clothes. Kids started getting sick and puking. Of course, that happens at every party too, but usually not until one. This time, it was a definite result of the old chick getting naked.”

Michaels was arrested for public drunkenness and indecent exposure. Other area homeowners were warned to quite down. “I will never get that drunk again,” Michaels slurred. “But it was a kick-ass party.”

Issus said that after the police retreated, the homeowners regrouped and partied well into the morning. “I started yelling at them at like 2 a.m., but they wouldn’t listen. Finally at three, I called the cops,” Issus said.

Thirty-two people were arrested when the police came the second time; 31 were homeowners. The sole student, a member of the Alpha Big fraternity, said he partied with the homeowners because it was the largest party that he had ever attended.

Michaels said that despite the current Big Brother attitude the police have developed, the homeowners have planned another kegger for next weekend.
The OFP-Campus Students Party has turned to the university to get help in quieting their noisy neighbors. “We just want them to abide by the same rules any normal citizen would have to,” Issus said.

In the meantime, police have told students not to approach a homeowner’s party to ask them to quiet down. They should instead call the National Guard to control the revelry.

ATHLETES!

Tired of working harder than everyone else?
Have a term paper due at the end of the semester?
NEVER FEAR!

Call 1-800-PLA-GERIZE
and ask for our special discount for athletes!

Remember, the Honor Code does not apply to you!

Also ask about our note-taking program.

POLICE BEATING

This one’s a big surprise

University Police responded to reports of strange smells in certain halls of Taylor House just after 4:20 p.m. March 19. Approximately 40 minutes later, the officers were seen heading for Schmerson food court, to examine the “cleanliness” of Taco Bell.

According to Sgt. “Tommy Boy” Slaughter, the emanations were simply righteously dank incense.

Things we like to hear

Cha Chee, a student in Sig Ape’s fraternity halls, claimed to have received harassing phone calls on the evening of March 26. University Police chose not to respond. A damage report was filed concerning the vandalizing of a large wooden sculpture outside of Drivel Hall. When asked for a comment on the situation, most student body members felt that making kindling out of the piece was actually more beneficial to the Year of Globalization and Diversity.

Have you seen me?

According to athletic department officials, Joey Airballenette’s jump shot has reportedly been missing for the last three years.

If anyone has any information as to the whereabouts of something that matches this description, please contact coach Dan Modem before the 1999 NBA Draft. University Police suspect the same criminal have no knowledge of the origin of excessive amounts of Cream Soda found on the halls.

Gate officials from the University Parkway entrance have registered complaints of excessive traffic from Salem College attending Alfalfa Jig parties.

Pro humanitate

University Police responded to an emergency report of attempted group suicide when the entirety of Charlie Screw-us’s introductory philosophy class lined up across the roof of Drivel Hall and threatened to jump.

Screw-us immediately stopped the police saying that it happened at every exam and told them their time would be better spent contemplating the meaning of their existence.

The average student spends 3-5 hours a weekend pondering the existence of University Police, and 0-1 hours a week contemplating the existence of a higher power.
INS screws Deacons

By Sean Blue
Sports is Better Than News

Men’s basketball Coach Dan Modem experienced another setback in his post-Duncan era when the Immigration and Naturalization Service raided LJVM Coliseum March 28.

INS had received reports of illegal immigrants at Vake Forrest University, and an investigation led to the deportations of sophomore Raffi Bidaratta and freshman Darian Singalong.

The loss of Singalong and Bidaratta creates a serious lack of big men on the team. Both Bidaratta and Singalong had been major contributors to the team this year and had many Deacon fans looking forward to next season.

Now Modem only has junior transfer Tate Bicker, sophomore John Sneakermaker and freshman Antwan Snot underneath. However, none of the trio has proved themselves as a dominant inside man or just an inside man period.

Athletic Director Don Illman called the raid illegal and said the university plans to fight the deportation and possibly even sue the federal government.

“The actions of the INS were completely illegal and out of fine,” Illman said. “They never produced a warrant, nor did they identify themselves as government officials.”

“They scared the crap out of our players and violated the our constitutional rights. We are seriously considering a lawsuit against the U.S. government and INS”

Don Illman
Athletic Director

Members of the basketball team protest the deportations of Raffi Bidaratta and Darian Singalong. Later in the day a fight broke out among the protesters. A protest was planned for the Fake Forrest campus, but nobody showed up.

Let’s Get Our Priorities Straight!

REC CENTER

FACULTY SALARIES

Despite what the Sprite commercials say, image IS everything. As students of Walk Forrest, we have a reputation and an image to uphold. Can we allow each incoming class to gain the notorious Freshman 15? NO! Is keeping our students thin and our image high more important than teacher salaries? YES! Besides, how we look carries more power in the real world than the knowledge we have gained. Vote for the right choice.

SE ... we work for YOU, sort of.

PAID FOR WITH YOUR TUITION MONEY.
P R O P A G A N D A

This column represents the things the same Old Schmack. Editorial Board makes up.

Praises for the ones we love so

Very rarely does a publication get to extend such a public expression of respect and admiration to those it considers to be its peers in support of the average student. Obviously at the top of our most admired list is, and I think any true student has already guessed it, The Screamer.

As a fellow university publication, we at Same Old Schmack are in awe. It is so rare that a publication can create such demand for its work, but any fool can see why. Their artistic expression is unparalleled - what other yearbook would be so daring as to skip a year of their publication? They have literally removed the year from yearbook.

No other campus yearbook can boast such lofty ambitions, if only this year's edition can be a success. While we're sending out our welcome packages, with every week I write about something that either amuses me or that just mildly pesters my brain. Just look back on the Shave Matthews concert ticket distribution, what other group would have had the genius and the courage to lace their ticket wrist bands with LSD? This way the students would not only be too out of it to realize how insane the ticket process was, but they could claim that they sent almost a fourth of campus on a trip at SU's expense.

The Same Old Schmack thanks you all for your hard work and inspiration.

Stupid Union gets a clue

SU bows down in homage to the power of the SOS.

Let's go back to the beginning, to the time when students had to stand up for their own specific end. Just look back on the Shave Matthews concert ticket distribution, what LSD on their ticket wrist bands with....

We believe that Stupid Union represents the things the same Old Schmack, and for that, I thank you. You truly inform the campus and bring the student body together for important causes.

Joe loves Brittany Spears

SOS columnist hits her, baby, one more time.

Welcome everyone to the montage otherwise known as my column. As you know, every week I write about something that either amuses me or that just mildly pesters my brain. Well if you are looking for that sort of entertainment this week, don't look for it here because I have nothing but good-hearted sincere things to say about a couple of recent incidents (sarcasm).

Rather than actually going into a whole disposition about something, I felt that it might be better to make a top 10 list or something of the sort, so here we go:

The top 10 reasons to love Brittany Spears.

1) Her lovely smile just lights up a room whenever she is in it, of course it usually is a dark room, and most of the time there is something stuck in her mouth so it is rarely seen.

2) She’s 16, which makes most of her extracurricular activities illegal.

8) Busta Rhymes was the referring party when she had to have her stomach pumped recently ... just kidding, Brittany did not have the same thing in her stomach as Busta Rhymes, right, and I’m the queen of England.

7) You just can’t ignore her close personal relationship with Mickey Mouse.

6) Besides the immense talent she brings to the music industry, Brittany seems to have quite a knack for showing up the Backstreet Boys.

5) She is the sixth spice girl.

4) Recent reports that “hit me baby one more time” has sexual overtones are completely accurate. This is apparently the reason for her immense record sales with young teenage girls who are having trouble releasing their sexuality, she really speaks to the heart of America’s youth (if you believe that I’ll tell you another one).

3) Puff Daddy says that she is not a natural blonde. Of course Puffy also said that he never slept with Mariah Carey, in addition to rerecording old Police songs. Taking that for what its worth, I’d say that she is definitely a brunette.

2) As Austin Powers would say, “I’ll bet she shags like a minx.”

As a matter of fact ... she does baby!! This is according to the new man in her life, however, Fedde Prinne Jr. was unavailable for comment so in his defense we just have to say “wow, I guess this really wasn’t a public relations move ... he really wasn’t gay!”

1) One word... SPANDEX!!!

These are the reasons why everyone should take note of this hot young talent.

Hot and young we are definitely sure about, but the talent part is without question the most undisputed attribute about Ms. Spears. I can’t wait until she sings her solo, she’ll be there and I suggest you by tickets as soon as they go on sale, which will be sometime between now and NEVER! In case you have a learning disability and you didn’t get it by now, I do not like this girl and anyone who actually thinks that she will not be a one hit wonder needs to enroll in a sensitivity un-training course.
President Hernia criticizes SG’s crap

By Heather Seely
News Goddess

President Hernia addressed Social Gathering and its desires to build an on-campus JCrap outlet in the group’s meeting this week, calling SG an “impotent body of fools.”

“SG really has no power on the campus,” Hernia said.

“Everyone knows the real power belongs to the man holding the key to the Lexus. All SG can do is talk.”

Ever-happy SG president Sally Omelet said it was an honor to have the president speak at the meeting and that his claims were not far-fetched.

“We realize that our group can really do little on this campus. Our main goal is to fool the student body into thinking that we can,” Omelet said.

Omelet said SG is immediately forming a Committee on the President’s Claims to discuss how SG can put the best spin on the issue so the student body will not realize how right the president is. Although Omelet said no plan of action has been made yet, she said the committee would most likely discuss the issue for several months, then hang up some postcards, send some e-mail and pretend it did something tangible.

The Committee on the Committee on Committees had proposed the JCrap store in SG’s last meeting.

“We felt building the $20 million store would be the best way to attract new students,” speaker of the house Brian Amethyst said.

Amethyst said the store would not only make us more competitive than schools that can only offer campus shops but that it would also help attract the type of students the university wants.

“Basically if half your wardrobe is not from JCrap you really shouldn’t be applying to this school anyway,” he said.

SG tried to maintain the integrity of its plans, saying that the outlet and other campus expenses were not “mutually exclusive.”

“This would be a proactive move that would allow the school to jump ahead of other universities,” Amethyst said.

Despite the president’s harsh words, Omelet said SG still plans to pursue the store.

“We will work with the student body to get some input and output and create some synergy,” Omelet chirped.

Omelet admitted, however, that after several years the issue would probably disappear at which time SG would choose a different issue to promote and make posters about to keep up the appearance that it is actually doing something.
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Campus Christians hit the big stage

By Suzanne DuBose
Tickle Me, Elmo

Due to a cancellation in the opening band’s performance for Marilyn Hanson’s April 2 show at Laurence Noel Coliseum, Eros, the women’s a capella singing group based on Christian brotherly love, has reunited in order to go for the controversial singer under a new name: the Artists Formerly Known as Eros.

However, the call for a new group to open for Hanson never wanted to share my brotherly love with those bitches again,” one ex-member whined.

This did not scare away the Artists Formerly Known as Eros. Since the break-up last fall that divided the original Eros into two warring factions, the girls had not reassembled or even considered reinstating the old group.

"I never wanted to share my brotherly love with those bitches again," one ex-member whined. However, the call for a new group to open for Hanson sparked several old members’ interest.

When discussing the plan to reunite the group, all one ex-member kept chanting was, “I was on a mission from God; I had to get the band back together.”

Reuniting first required removal of some still present tension. Leaders from both factions decided to get the two warring factions, the girls had not reassembled or beaten it repetitively with their Bibles while chanting “Hanson is Satan. We hate Hanson. Hanson should die.”

Hanson’s agent said they decided not to go with the Baptist Bible Beaters. This new, local group’s act consisted of bringing a life-size Hanson mannequin on stage and beating it repetitively with their Bibles while chanting “Hanson is Satan. We hate Hanson. Hanson should die.”

"Hanson’s agent said they decided not to go with the Baptist Bible Beaters when a plot to substitute the real Hanson for the mannequin and to assassinate him on stage was revealed. "That left the Artists Formerly Known as Eros," the agent said.

Unfortunately, Hanson’s agent did not foresee the sudden drop in demand for Hanson’s show once their new opening band was announced. Original ticket prices were previously $29.95. Ticketdominatrix began lowering the price in a desperate measure to ensure some profit from the show.

"By taking into consideration the shift in demand due to this odd decision, we have re-figured the proper price to be $6.95," a Ticketdominatrix representative said.

Plenty of seats are still available for the 7 p.m. show for those interested, and the Baptists Bible Beaters will still perform just outside the coliseum. Just look for the picketers and “Hanson must die” signs.

Raisins & Dates

If you want to have your event advertised, put up yer own friggen’ flyers and chalk the Quad. We don’t give a damn.

ON CAMPUS

Movies
I Also Still Know What You Did Back in the Future Again in a Bug’s Life. Those wacky kids at Mirrormax did it again this time. The extension to the '80s hit Marty.
When: 9 p.m. Today
Where: Wasp Auditorium
Info: Free

Wet Dreams May Cum. This recently discovered Rovin Willy film has fascinated the campus for its production values.
Where: 7 and 10 p.m. April 2-4
Where: Pew Auditorium
Info: $20. Must be 18.

Good Willy Hunting. Rovin Willy stars in this autobiographical film about his days as a 14-year-old actor just starting out co-starring Bert Reynolds.
When: 9 p.m. April 5

Music

Jit ‘n Jammin’. Karaoke Night. The TrashTones play back up in this campus favorite that no one seems to have discovered yet.
When: 9 p.m. April 4
Where: Shorty’s
Info: Free

Chocolate Spice. This world-famous Grammy Award winner plays the campus as the latest installment in the Bebe Rexha. He will perform hit songs such as “Spice, spice baby elephant.”
When: Today
Where: Wasp Chapel
Info: $68.69, tx obtained by SU’s application and interview process.

Dull, you’re outta here!!

President Hernia named spokesman for wonder drug

By Laura O’Connor
Anorexic Poster Child

It’s been called the miracle drug of the 20th century and has been reported to add vigor and spice to once lethargic and unspiced men. No, we are not talking about the Spice Girls, but the new impotent drug, Viabra.

Most everyone has seen Boob Dull on those television commercials, advertising Viabra to the general audience. But the Walk Forrest community, along with the rest of the nation, is about to get a shock.

Our very own President Tea Kake Hernia has just signed a two-year contract with Do Little Chemicals, the company who first produced Viabra. Instead of Dull, we will now have the opportunity of seeing Hernia smiling at the camera and telling the world about his problems and subsequent new-found spice.

“For all the negative hype it has produced, it sure has its benefits. I have never felt so full of life until Viabra,” said Hernia, in an exclusive Same Old Schmack interview, “not counting that time that I ran away with my secretary, Boy, that weekend in Las Vegas with the mirrors and the oils and, oh, ... is this on record?”

Many students wonder how Hernia’s wife feels about this new drug. However, she was unavailable for comment.

Students on campus have mixed feelings about the president of Walk Forrest advertising Viabra. “It belittles the school. How can I trust the quality of my education in the hands a man who isn’t competent?” questioned SE President Soozie Eggbeater.

For other students, competency didn’t seem to be the issue. “Cool,” shrieked a random student.

Others offered more insightful comments. “I think it’s awesome that Tea Kake Hernia is coming forth with his problems. Now those of us who have similar problems will not feel inhibited to come forth as well,” said Limpyp Noodles.

“I want students to feel as comfortable with my sexuality as I do,” Hernia said.

Asker about his relationship with Dull, Hernia offered his praise: “Boob is a great man, and I admire his ability to the commercial world. I would love to have him take his position and do as much justice to it as he did.”

When asked how he plans on filing Dull’s shoes, Hernia simply sighed, “practice, practice, practice.”

Rumors are floating that Hernia and Dull are spending a lot of time together.

The first Viabra commercial starring our very own president will be aired on CBA during the Final Four. Keep your eyes open for the new “Spice” of commercial TV.
**Candle causes blaze in Polo Rd. home**

**Student attacked in Polo Rd. home**

A female student sleeping alone in a second-story bedroom of 120 Polo Road was assaulted March 24, two days after midnight by a man who had gained entry through an unlocked second-story door. The resident said.

The intruder, a man in his 20s, entered the room while the resident was sleeping. He grabbed the resident, who successfully fought him off. The intruder then tried to pursue her. The resident said.

**Board picks trustee, decides on budget**

By Alissa Mears

A new student trustee and the 1998-1999 budget were among the issues that the board of trustees resolved in its annual

This year, candidates were chosen by the student Life Committee, a six-member committee consisting of students, faculty and staff. The SLC met with students interested in serving on the committee, and 16 students were chosen.

**Language programs created**

**Summer courses offer students a chance to sample foreign cultures**

By Prosethora Kiel

The foreign-language requirement can be a barrier for students trying to deal with a number of courses and other extracurricular requirements. In order to alleviate some of the constraints, the Romance languages department is offering a number of new and interesting courses that will serve different needs of students. The first is an intensive summer Language Institute, which offers courses in Italian, French and Spanish, each for 10 credits. These languages will be offered at the intermediate and advanced levels. This is ideal for students who need to take one of these languages at the 121, 122 or 131 level in the following summer. These intensive programs will prepare students for the Final 121/122 test taken in the final exam in Italian, French and Spanish. The students will be tested on basic, French 121 and Spanish 121.

The program is advantageous for students wanting to speed up their preparation for the basic foreign-language requirement while increasing extracurricular activities and summer courses.

**Speaker advocates women’s rights**

By Alice Horn

There were some serious things that could affect my livelihood that I couldn’t address.

Kim Gandy

Some candidates were chosen by the student Life Committee, a six-member committee consisting of students, faculty and staff. The SLC met with students interested in serving on the committee, and 16 students were chosen.

**Cycles of life**

In a bicycle race March 27, senior Taylor Carrington won first place in cycling category. Junior Thomas Satter took second place in Collegiate C.

**Fire in Polo**

By Kathi Vasil

When junior Christie Stride arrived back to her room in 418 Polo Road residence hall from a weekend away camping March 23, the smell of smoke hit her in the face. The source of this massive amount of smoke that had caused some concern was in the second floor. The residence hall was quiet as the residence was in the process of being gutted due to mold damage.

The scene caused an enormous amount of damage. The resident, who was not in her room when the blaze started, said she was definitely on something. She entered her room, took advantage of her quick thinking and reflexes, and escaped safely.

The blaze had started just inside the second-story bedroom of the residence earlier that evening, at this point the crowd had dispersed and only a few close friends remained. She was the epitome of courage.

"She was the epitome of courage. She knew something wasn’t right. And I’m not sure that she was thinking a whole lot.

According to the resident, the intruder cleaned up the back stairs and entered through an unlocked second-story door. "This person was able to slip into the back stairs to the door that was unlocked and entered the room," the resident said.

"They had been in the woods. They had jumped off the balcony and were trying to find a way into the house," the resident said.

"They were very strong and anyone could have been there in the woods." The time the students downstairs had responded to her screams, the assistant was fleeing from the building.

"Several of us ran into the room when we heard the screams," the resident said. "He had jumped off the balcony and was running for the woods."

"The room was on fire in the room," the resident said. "She was hanging from the ceiling and it wasn’t helping that she was bleeding profusely - every single person there did everything they could to help her." The room was on fire in the room, the resident said.

"The room was on fire in the room," the resident said. "She was hanging from the ceiling and it wasn’t helping that she was bleeding profusely - every single person there did everything they could to help her."

By Chris Teeter/Old Gold and Black

Cycles of life

In a bicycle race March 27, senior Taylor Carrington won first place in cycling category. Junior Thomas Satter took second place in Collegiate C.

The program is advantageous for students wanting to speed up their preparation for the basic foreign-language requirement while increasing extracurricular activities and summer courses.

The extra-curricular requirements for Italian, French and Spanish will be offered at the intermediate and advanced levels. This is ideal for students who need to take one of these languages at the 121, 122 or 131 level in the following summer. These intensive programs will prepare students for the Final 121/122 test taken in the final exam in Italian, French and Spanish. The students will be tested on basic, French 121 and Spanish 121.

The program is advantageous for students wanting to speed up their preparation for the basic foreign-language requirement while increasing extracurricular activities and summer courses.

The extra-curricular requirements for Italian, French and Spanish will be offered at the intermediate and advanced levels. This is ideal for students who need to take one of these languages at the 121, 122 or 131 level in the following summer. These intensive programs will prepare students for the Final 121/122 test taken in the final exam in Italian, French and Spanish. The students will be tested on basic, French 121 and Spanish 121.

The program is advantageous for students wanting to speed up their preparation for the basic foreign-language requirement while increasing extracurricular activities and summer courses.

The extra-curricular requirements for Italian, French and Spanish will be offered at the intermediate and advanced levels. This is ideal for students who need to take one of these languages at the 121, 122 or 131 level in the following summer. These intensive programs will prepare students for the Final 121/122 test taken in the final exam in Italian, French and Spanish. The students will be tested on basic, French 121 and Spanish 121.

The program is advantageous for students wanting to speed up their preparation for the basic foreign-language requirement while increasing extracurricular activities and summer courses.
Electronic journal to premiere this month

By Jennifer Burg
Computing Editor

This is good for computer-enhanced learning, and it can show how students will work with specific learning tools.

For 30 hours each week, more than 100 students were fed in order to raise money and awareness for serving citizens of third world countries. Feeding took place between March 18 and 24, and the last week in April, and there was an additional feeding session during the university's spring break. There is a 12-hour fast between meals and snacks, or by giving a certain amount per hour the actual time spent fasting passed quickly, according to seniors. All of the money raised to make the event so successful. The corrected schedule is as follows:
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SG administration discuss Plan for Class of 2000

Student Government members met for two hours March 29 with John Anderson, the vice president of finance and administration, and Kim Zill, the vice president of student life and institutional resources, to discuss progressive plans made for the Plan for the Class of 2000, according to junior Jacob Klime, an Academic Committee member.

One of the major issues that SG members brought into the meeting was the fear of increase in faculty salaries, as stipulated by the plan’s recommendation that within the next five years, faculty salaries be raised to the upper third of joint-admission institution.

So expressed regret that because of lia­ ble costs in school upkeep expenditures, $1.2 million would be brought out of the budget, meaning faculty salaries would rise at a rate of 2.5 percent, rather than the 5 percent needed to overcome enough savings to reach the upper third.

Also discussed was the number of faculty­ hindings that had taken place in the past few years.

Kline said that SG hopes to contact vari­ ous departments to confiscate the number of hireings that has been taken place at the university.

Academic

In a short meeting, the Academic Com­ mittee discussed a teacher award that they will continue to work on in the coming weeks.

The committee also discussed feedback on the Web page, which features a teacher evaluations system. Committee members stated several negative reactions to the way the page has been presented, and they plan to work on the problem through further discussion in the coming weeks.

Appropriations and Charter

The Appropriations and Charter Com­ mittee continued to look over and discuss budgets, according to sophomore Nick Previous.

In addition, the committee approved an charter, for the debate team.

Campus Life

The Campus Life Committee completed preparation of the “Two Days” Student Bill, which honours students on the Darn’s April

Aside from the banquet, the committee continued to be receptive to student com­ plaints such as phone services on campus, meeting with the telecom offices to discuss prices on telecommunication services.

The committee also worked on a “un­ paged hook-up” on the Wake Information Net­ work, which would allow students to find rules off campus when needed.

In the coming weeks, Campus Life will discuss the merits of a remote mutual service.

Judiciary

The primary issue discussed by the Judi­ ciary Committee this week was the near­ completion of by-stands project of create­ ting a published guide to the university bus­ iness system, according to sophomore Rebecca Mais, a committee member.

The committee also plans to work with next year’s committee on issues that could not be accomplished this year, such as a more accessible system for textbook ex­ change, possibly over Win, too.

Public Relations

The Public Relations Committee primarily discussed ways in which publicity could be improved among students.

Among other issues, the committee dis­ cussed some of the areas in which publicity could be improved, such as a more accessible system for textbook exchange, possibly over Win, too.

Physical Planning

The Physical Planning Committee is at work on a project that would bring Good­ will into the academic center and use­ ful and large objects that are beyond the end of the year, according to sophomore committee member Charlie Coppen.

The committee also worked through some user issues that had been encountered by students on their SG Web page.
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Don’t Let it Pass You By...
REGISTER FOR SUMMER SCHOOL!
Wake Forest University
Summer Sessions
KAPLAN

500% WE PREVENT

Second Term: July 5 - August 7

First Term: May 25 - July 1

KAPLAN

REGISTER ON-LINE

Tuesday, April 20th
1pm - 5pm

Wake Forest Research Fellowship Program

Applications for the summer ’99 and the academic year 99-00 fellowships are now available at 126 Reynolds Hall, Office of the Dean of Summer Sessions.

1. A $1,000 stipend is available to those students who will work for a minimum of 8 weeks at 28 hours/week.

2. Up to ten $1,000 stipends will be available to those who will conduct a 10-week research program at least 40 hours/week.

For the academic year, a $2,000 grant will be available for those who will work 7 or 8 hours/week.

Applications Deadline:

1. Summer research project - April 15

2. Fall research project - July 1

3. Spring 2000 research project - November 1

Questions? Call Dean Hall at x 5311

Questions? For information, call x5664 or stop by 126 Reynolds Hall.

Please note: the student must be currently enrolled in a degree program.

Questions? For information, call x5664 or stop by 126 Reynolds Hall.
Policing Beat

Student cheats taxi driver out of late-night fare

A student flagged down the first taxi he saw after he drove from an off-campus location to Lot B, between 2:50 and 3:02 a.m. March 27. The incident happened in Lot C.

Theft

A video camera recorder was stolen from a room in Truett Hall between 3:05 and 7:10 a.m. March 26. The item was worth $200.

A student’s bicycle was stolen from outside Eren Hall between 11:30 p.m. March 24 and 1:10 a.m. March 25. The bicycle was worth $100. It was stolen from a bicycle rack outside Eren Hall.

A student’s bicycle was stolen from a bicycle rack outside Eren Hall between 11:30 p.m. March 24 and 1:10 a.m. March 25. The bicycle was worth $100.

Damage

Someone drove the hood ornament on a student car between 9 p.m. March 17 and 5:30 p.m. March 22. The incident occurred in Lot C.

Hemp plan may hit U.M.”

By John Adams

Legislators sat around a table late in the evening and passed a bill that might seem like a small thing, but, as Legislator in the House Agricul
tural Committee said last week, “The bill is a matter of great import in the University of Mississippi.”

The bill authorized the University to conduct research on industrial hemp. hemp and that his business is grow-
ing. The bill is expected to come up for a vote in the House of Representatives later this week.

Wildlife rangers track errant emu in Florida

An emu was spotted near the Tallahassee Regional Airport on Thursday. The bird was last seen by police in the area around 1 p.m.

A police officer from the Tallahassee Police Department responded to the scene and found the emu near the airport.

The emu was reported to have been wandering around the area and may pose a threat to public safety.

In other news, a man was arrested for disorderly conduct after allegedly threatening to hurt another man with a hammer.

The man, identified as John Smith, 28, was arrested on a charge of disorderly conduct.

John Adams, a professor of political science at the University of Mississippi, said the bill is a significant step forward for the University’s efforts to conduct research on industrial hemp.

Adams said, "This is a very important step for the University, as it will allow us to conduct research on industrial hemp and possibly even grow it on campus."
Sonny delights KDs

By Jay Crider
Assistant News Editor

Sonny is the Man.

At least, that’s what the judges thought. At the Student Trustee pageant March 24 when they crowned r

Sonny Gasaway their Student Trustee. Sonny’s name came up when the two runners-up, juniors Mike Southerm and Drew Pitcher, both issued strong challenges. Southern real estate, and Pitcher sang the song “Golly” from the musical “Oklahoma.”

But it was Gasaway who brought down the house with his unreservedly

themed entry of “I’m a Little Teapot.” Gasaway was wearing nine layers of Greek shirts, stripping them off to the music of a song about that group.

“I sang little songs about different groups on campus—mostly Greek organizations—and I didn’t even use the ‘t’ of ‘I’m a Little Teapot,’” he said. “It was just a fun, singalong with a touch of humor, making fun of everybody.”

After the question round, the judges delivered their verdict. The pageant’s final performance included a spoof of their own Mr. Wake Forest pageant. The other drugs were Kappa Delta and Pi Beta Phi, both themed medleys of Greek songs. Kappa Delta was wearing nine layers of Greek shirts, stripping them off to the music of a song about that group.

Sonny took the title by being newsworthy, adding an extra layer of Greek shirts to the Kappa Delta-themed medley, and wearing nine layers of Greek shirts, stripping them off to the music of a song about that group. He described

self as a teapot.

“Sonny is the Man,” Gasaway said. “I meant the whole thing was just a lot of fun. I think everybody that did it had a real good time.”

According to the sorority’s vice president of public relations, sophomore Christina Bixby, the pageant was an enormous sucess, with Kappa Delta bringing in over $538,000. Although the growth was in the proportion of contestants to students and to bring their favorite books,

Student Trustee

According to Kevin Cox, the resident said.

“Student concerns to the university and to the students and the board of trustee.

She wants students to know what she means to do to help University

Overall, the members of the student groups believed the pageant was a success, with Kappa Delta bringing in over $538,000. Although the growth was in the proportion of contestants to students and to bring their favorite books.

Student Trustee

According to Kevin Cox, the resident said.

“She is one of shock and realization.

I think everybody that thought.” Gasaway sang nine little songs about cheese, flowers, and even a song about cheese, flowers, and even a song about cheese.

“I was kind of surprised when I won,” she said. “I was surprised that I wore before won a costume like this. It’s my pageant, I guess you could say.”

The competition stifled during the talent portion of the pageant, when the two runners-up, juniors Mike Southerm and Drew Pitcher, both issued strong challenges. Southern real estate, and Pitcher sang the song “Golly” from the musical “Oklahoma.”
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self as a teapot.

“Sonny is the Man,” Gasaway said. “I meant the whole thing was just a lot of fun. I think everybody that did it had a real good time.”

According to the sorority’s vice president of public relations, sophomore Christina Bixby, the pageant was an enormous sucess, with Kappa Delta bringing in over $538,000. Although the growth was in the proportion of contestants to students and to bring their favorite books.
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Crimson and Cream forms two scholarships

Delta Sigma Theta Inc. uses extra money for student's travels

By Whitney Brooks
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Minority students who are interested in studying abroad have an opportunity to obtain a new scholarship that is being awarded this year by the Pi Kappi chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.

Delta Sigma Theta had its annual Crimson and Cream Scholarship Ball Feb. 13 to raise money for the annual Crimson and Cream Scholarship. This year they raised a great deal of money.

Because of this success, they have decided to take their excess money raised from the ball and have a scholarship for non-Greek minority students studying abroad.

Senior Malia Roman, the president of Delta Sigma Theta, said that this is the first time they have awarded a scholarship for non-Greek minority students studying abroad.

"Our sorority has a five-point thrust program, in which international awareness and involvement are one of the points," Roman said. "Therefore, we decided to have the scholarship for study abroad." The scholarship will be awarded to a non-Greek minority student, Roman said.

"As long as we continue to be successful, we will continue to offer this scholarship," Roman said.

Students interested in this scholarship may pick up an application from the information desk in Benson University Center. They are to be returned to Michelle Edwards in Efird 212 by 5 p.m. April 20.

Feeling adventurous?
Then come join the crew that know no fear! The news staff is looking for a few good copy editors and reporters.

Those interested, please call Suzanne or Katie at Ext. 5200.

Gandy Continued from Page A1

Polo bound

Students gathered in Benson 401 March 31 to choose their rooms in Poli-Rest Hall. Those who applied to live in Poli had to choose whether they got in March 30. Two days later, they chose their rooms in Poli.

Gandy

Continued from Page A1

Gandy's next focus was the different forms of discrimination. She talked about the progress that women and those of different races have made in the work force. She said that the lack of improvement of gay and lesbian discrimination is still an issue.

Gandy also discussed the increase in harassment of gays and lesbians, using the U.S. military as an example. She said that the "Don't ask, don't tell" policy was not being enforced.

The statistic she talked about was the increasing percentage of women discharged after they were asked sexual harassment charges.

The last major problem that Gandy expressed was the use of hate crimes. She said a reason for this is the constant name-calling hateful messages promote a lack of respect for others.

Gandy also lectured with a group of organizations that work to protect equal rights for all groups. She said that talking to others about problems and concerns is very important.

Also, she said, no one should allow people to make disparaging jokes or comments. If a person is comfortable making these comments then he or she will never feel the need to make any protest.

Finally, she said, "Social change happens because people are willing to advocate changes that others see as unnecessary."

Senior Kimberly Lo said that Gandy's speech was very relevant for the students in attendance.

"I thought that Kim Gandy addressed many issues pertinent to the Wolfe Forest community as well as the community in general," Lo said. Gandy encouraged the audience to become more open-minded and stop letting stereotypes affect them.

"I don't want to say anything that will harm the Wolfe Forest community," Lo said.

Northwestern University's 1999 summer session

The course of summer

Over 300 courses in 44 departments

Courses on our block-run Evanston campus, or our Chicago campus, in the field and abroad

Small, intensive day and evening courses

A rich selection of arts, biology, chemistry, physics, or foreign languages in one summer

One-to-eight-week courses available

For your FREE Summer Session catalog, Field Studies brochure, or Summer Study abroad brochure, call 1-800-FINDS NU or 847-491-3550

www.nwu.edu/summers

e-mail: summer@nwu.edu

OG&G Editor

Blackford, by Barbara Graphics

Several editors who experienced side effects and fluctuating hormone levels were not pleased that the upper reaches were not adjusted. Blackford and the other women in short Blackford short and high, but fell

edging effect. We believe that it was our co-editors since we still editors this past year.

The position of our new co-editor for the year.

The former editors of our staff and the editors have worked together not to be missed.

Now that the editors are leaving they are missing the editor for the past year. The editors say, "I have decided to resign. I think we will be better reflected in our work and be more beneficial to someone outside the Greek world."

Sophomore Elizabeth Brown has been a reporter, producer, and editor for the year. She said, "I am looking to see what life will be like without a diversity of change which is necessary."

U. of

By Shanna Cola

NP, Eicke's Alpha, or any of Florida's other sororities, and was the chapter's advisor.

Denis of Student Affairs was a resolution on the evening of the event, the alleged conduct took place and that any major severe sanctions were applicable.
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OG&B selects new editors in transition

Blackford, Felder are named co-editors in chief

By Heather Soyl Graphics Editor

Several editors who have long-time experiences in each section are shifting to new sections during Old Gold and Buck spring transitions, which started last week and will finish this week.

The upper edition editors will remain mostly unchanged. Junior Jenny Blackford and Thomas Felder will be the editors in chief. Blackford was the editor in chief this year, but Felder served as managing editor.

"I thought it would be logical to co-edit. It’s basically just co-edit this year," Felder said.

The position of managing editor will be nonexistent for the future.

The former managing editor, news, sport, and arts and entertainment sections all have worked in only their respective sections and are moving out this week.

"I’m happy to serve as the editor for the past year, moving to editor-in-chief," Felder said.

"I have decided to broaden my fortune. I wanted to take a little time off to see a little more of the world, but they haven’t found that I think can be overcome by hard work and perseverance."

Sophomore Elizabeth Hoyland, who has been arts and entertainment editor this year, will stay on as assistant editor.

"I don’t want to say anything yet," Hoyland said.

Sophomore Jared Klinger, who was former assistant news editor, moves to assistant sports editor.

Sophomore John Scales will continue his position as associate editor for Deadlines.

"We’re all a little frightened of what life will be like outside the sports world," Hoyland said. "But they have found that I think can be overcome by hard work and perseverance."

Sophomore Melissa Shields will continue in her position as associate editor for Deadlines.

"I’m about to graduate, and I think I can handle it."

Sophomore Jared Klinger, who was former assistant news editor, moves to assistant sports editor.

"I’m a little frightened of what life will be like outside the sports world," Hoyland said. "But they have found that I think can be overcome by hard work and perseverance."

Butler estimates that residents of Polo were detained from reentering the hallways and the neighboring room directly underneath the townhouse kitchen and entryway on the top floor. Butler said a roommate’s carpet was destroyed due to the blaze.

"We’re essentially saying to the university, don’t try to intimidate you with the judicial hearing... These are some pretty serious allegations."

Junior Jeni Den of Students of Florida, who was the alleged victim that resulted in her decision to leave the university, said, "I don’t want to say anything yet..."
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Opinion

This column represents the views of the Old Gold and Black Editorial Board.

Assault raises need for awareness

It's often easy for university students to believe a bubble separates them from the crime and wrongdoings of the outside world. This nostalgia drives students, complete with gatehouses and all, to the false belief that this campus is impenetrable to the bad acts inflicted on numerous other campuses around the country. Think about it: How many students walk to their classes through Academic Village to their dorms in the evening fear that someone will come out and attack them? How many students stop at a red light on campus fear that a stranger will run up to their car and rob them of their belongings? How many leave their IBM computers sitting in their offices for the night? How many students feel safe and protected from others in their bedroom even though the assailant tried to break in? Yet, the entire world receives a chilling reminder of how the sometimes cruel outside community received a chilling reminder to bed in the top-floor bedroom without the light on campus fear that a stranger might enter the back of the house through an unlocked door or window and assault them?

It's a common occurence and something that students on campus might not want to think about, but it's impossible to ignore the fact that those occurrences are happening. It's time to stop thinking they do. Students should start taking precautions instead of being paranoid about what they think will happen to them. This is one of the reasons the campus police exist. They do their job and work hard to keep the campus safe. But if students do not do their part, the police will not be able to do theirs. Students need to know how to comport themselves and what to do in a situation where serious danger is present.

This happened in fall semester when a student at this university was attacked by an assailant. The student then let out a series of loud screams causing the handful of people in the dormitory to wake up and run to the police station. The student was then able to escape the from the dormitory. Later that night, the student was able to make a full team. As I surveyed the silent student center, the information I found was

Ken Tabori

With lost children, persistence counts.

I had a forgotten dream of day, night and home. It was a little past midnight, I was exhausted and I was cold. Waking from a red light, I reviewed the day's events in my mind. When the light changed, I decided to make a left turn. As I surveyed the silent student center, the information I found was

Ken Tabori

If you ask the police officers what to do in a situation where serious danger is present, they will tell you to act intelligently so that the worst never happens. Fortunately, both the student and her assailant had been rescued. The student had been able to escape the dormitory and get away from her attacker.

I walked to my dorm in the late evening with my mind racing. I knew what I was seeing, but I couldn't believe it in small could be so close at late at night. I was running the directions was so true and I simply pulled over next to him. He was running and came running over to me and said what was going on. I asked him how old he was.

"I'm about to describe..." he said. I asked him some questions to try to figure out how he could get home, but he was too upset to make any sense. He could only reassure me, "I have a mom and a dad and a brother and a sister and a truck." I asked him how old he was. "They," he said in a quiet voice. "Darin woods," I asked him his name.

"Scott Davis," he said with a little more confidence. I decided he would be the best to have him help me. We had the report of a missing child may already have been filed. I told him that I was going to help him get home and I thought a report of a missing child may already have been filed. Then I asked him to think about the possible reason why he was so in the state. I asked him to think about the police station, but he was one next. As we drove to another police station in the direction of my house, I began to explore that he had been his grandmother's house driving his truck and then he had gone home. Apparently he decided a little bit earlier that evening that he wanted to get his truck from his grandmother's house.

I realized that his parents probably didn't even realize he wasn't at home, at all. There was no one at the police station, so I decided to bring him home with me and call the police. I spoke with a dispatcher who was also very surprised by the entire situation. "And that's the child with you, sir?" she asked with disbelief.

"Scott Davis," the child revered what he had told him.

"Do you know your number?" the officer asked.

"Yes," he said quietly. "One, two, three, four, five..." The officer noted his eye and smiled. Then he had gone home. Apparently he decided a little bit earlier that evening that he wanted to get his truck from his grandmother's house.

I'm sure we'll all see those words where we're wandering tonight, but on Monday night I'm sure it's a story that he's been working on. Think of the end of the day, I'm sure I'll have some happened to a guy we've
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Suzanne N. Leavitt

For campus every day

It's no secret that Wake Forest University is a highly competitive school with a great name and all of the perks that come with it. But what about the students who attend? What kind of people are they? What kind of experiences do they have here? These are questions that often come to mind for prospective students and parents alike.

For us, it all started with a group of friends who had just graduated from Wake Forest University. They were excited to be entering the workforce and expanding their own horizons. But what about the students who are still on campus? What kind of experiences are they having? What kind of people are they? These are questions that often come to mind for prospective students and parents alike.

Mike Leiderski

The Old Gold and Black editorial board

There are many ways for students to get involved on campus. Whether it's through clubs, organizations, or even just attending events, there are endless opportunities for students to get involved and make the most of their college experience. But what about students who are more introverted or have more unique interests? How do they get involved on campus? These are questions that often come to mind for prospective students and parents alike.

Nathan G. Leavitt

This guy had one of the most important jobs in the world, but he probably didn't think twice about it. He had to think about how to feed the world, how to get clean water to everyone, and how to make sure everyone has a roof over their head. But he probably didn't think about how to get involved on campus or how to make the most of his college experience. These are questions that often come to mind for prospective students and parents alike.

Jennifer M. Leavitt
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It’s not always wise to believe one’s eyes

For campus tourists, every day is April 1.

Let’s talk about the concept of April Fools. You’ve been fooled. We’ve all been fooled in some point in our lives. Why do people fake it to be fooled? Over those weeks where we end up realizing just how much I’ve been fooled.

Suzanne DuRose
NEWS EDITOR

Yet come back your other eye, like the grats in the Pi Delta stupid. You’ll usually find your substance equals death, but not then. For these are young men in their prime, and this must be a school we’re in full on pranks and April, and the student body is quite crazy and have to move on the toilet paper.

Feels. We laugh at you. Next time when they satiated our university, we all know that they’ll still go to the games and madly sit, all day staring time and hoping for the best. It’s all we’re winning or losing.

These visiting fools see the Greek letters on our dormitories and think how wonderful it is that Greek. He is incorpo­rated into the campus rather than sep­arate off-campus activities. This independent and Greek student must temper firmly, with open arms of acceptance. No cliques, no way.

Fools. Talk, talk. One of the biggest year, a student are a part of this Greek 70 percent more, they still have to go to ge­fore, they feel content that on their own and off the they belong.

You’ll see the toilet papered trees on the Quad. Freshman year (the biggest fools of little)

Jesus’ story puts our

I am sure we all had our share of this. We as students were surprised by this. It was hard to believe, let down and abandoned by his friends and fellow students. We had been taught to keep our friends, knowing that was going to happen to them. We don’t always want what we’re trying to get.

We don’t always want what we’re trying to get.
It is all too easy for us, as students, to be distracted by all of the temptations that surround our campus. A two-hour trip off campus will take us deep into the Blue Ridge Mountains and four hours will find you in New York City. Our campus such as the Lovefeast were not Judicial Slums. The first winds of change came with the election of Marshall in 1949. He carried the name out by forcing all travelers to live in 1993. Winston-Salem has other distinctions such as being first in the state, and when combined with Piedmont Airlines, the closure of the AT&T facility and the failure of three major banking companies. By 1991, cigarette production is the city employed 8,500 people, the lowest in 100 years. At mid-1990s, 15,000 jobs left the area by the end of the 1990s.

The economic troubles exposed other problems in Winston-Salem. The city had the most congested highways of any large city in the state and a high rate of violent crimes. The problems did not completely undermine the strength of the city, which was ranked the 13th best place in the nation to live in 1980. Winston-Salem has other distinctions such as being first in the nation in page contributions to the arts. Winston-Salem, with 170,000 residents, is now the fourth largest city in the state, and when combined with Greensboro and High Point to the north, the most populous area in the United States. Though Winston-Salem may appear mundane and is not a college town, many students would like, it is still an interesting city with a distinct personality.

The economic troubles exposed other problems in Winston-Salem. The city had the most congested highways of any large city in the state and a high rate of violent crimes. The problems did not completely undermine the strength of the city, which was ranked the 13th best place in the nation to live in 1980. Winston-Salem has other distinctions such as being first in the nation in page contributions to the arts. Winston-Salem, with 170,000 residents, is now the fourth largest city in the state, and when combined with Greensboro and High Point to the north, the most populous area in the United States. Though Winston-Salem may appear mundane and is not a college town, many students would like, it is still an interesting city with a distinct personality.

Top: The building that now houses Darryl's and the Brookstown Inn was originally opened in 1840 as the Brookstown Mill Company. It is the oldest active company in Winston-Salem. Bottom: The modern-day skyline of Winston-Salem shows both the new face of the city as well as the historic and older buildings, as well as an older side dating from the early 1900s.
Gerrard shocks team, announces resignation

By Jared Kline
Assistant Sports Editor

The Demon Deacon men's tennis squad enters this weekend with a 10-1 record after ending the Demon Deacons' year with a loss to the University of Central Florida. This loss brings the team to a 6-4 record for the season.

Senior Myles Clouston and sophomore Raoul Munoz are the 12th-ranked doubles team in the country and own the Demon Deacons' two victories in a season. Clouston and Munoz have a chance to break their own record for victories in a season. If they win, they will have a chance to break the team record for victories in a season.
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With their 9-8 victory over Florida International, who had set an NCAA record for the most losses in a season, the Demon Deacons set an ACC record, surpassing the one they set last week.

This weekend, the four members of the Demon Deacons' men's tennis squad entered this weekend with a 10-1 record after ending the Demon Deacons' year with a loss to the University of Central Florida. This loss brings the team to a 6-4 record for the season. Clouston and Munoz are the 12th-ranked doubles team in the country and own the Demon Deacons' two victories in a season. If they win, they will have a chance to break their own record for victories in a season. If they win, they will have a chance to break the team record for victories in a season.

With their 9-8 victory over Florida International, who had set an NCAA record for the most losses in a season, the Demon Deacons set an ACC record, surpassing the one they set last week.
Tennis faces rough road

Defaces face top 20 teams, pull out victory against FSU

By Jordan Rodgers

The 17-ranked Deface Demon women's tennis team demonstrated an impressive team effort through this past weekend, playing competitive matches against all of the top teams in the country. They may not have been as dominant as the week before, but they did when the season came to a close.

"I thought Wake Forest had a very strong team, but they did not have the team they thought they had,"葱葱 said. "We played as a team, not as individuals, which is what we have to do for the rest of the season." The Demon team also played very well, as sophomore Kelly Murphy ranked fourth in the country.

Defaces have scored 221 points in their first three matches, and the team is ranked 11th overall. The Demon team is ranked 9th in the country.
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Clemson

Continued from Page B1

Parade three well, allowing two runs on four hits and a walk in the first game after five innings with a score of 3-2.

With the score knotted at 3-3 after seven innings, sophomore outfielder Carlos Gary stroked a one-out single to put the lead to five runs.

Palmieri ended the day three hits, including the game winner, and six RBIs.

On Sunday afternoon, Palmieri continued to build his bat for the Deacs as he chased our three more hits on the day.

Junior pitcher Eric Schmidt (3-1) registered the win on March 26 after scattering seven hits and one walk over seven innings. He al-

owed three runs, one of which was earned, and struck out six batters. Senior pitcher two scoreless

innings to close the game.

Clemson starter Steve Beise (2-0) took the loss after giving up seven runs in six innings of work.

A four-run Tiger rally in the 1-1 lead in the top of the first inning, the Deacons countered with homer by sophomore Ben Danosky and Dadeley, and multiple
time games from sophomores third baseman Casey Snipes, se-

ior catcher Andre	Reps and Palmieri.

"It felt good to go out there and win there in a row, especially against an ACC foe," junior out-

fielder Rick Misander said.

$40/person Register by April 20th

So: A+ in the second frame, with two singles and a walk in between. Sophomore Casey Snipes's double to right center scored Beise from third to drop one run off the ETSU lead.

The Beacs would counter with their final three runs in the bottom of the inning to go ahead 5-3.

The Deacs managed to cap the lead in both of the top of the sixth with manufacturing two runs.

Senior Ben Dadeley and Ben Palmieri each drove their final three runs home in the bottom of the inning.

On Friday, April 9.

Three Divisions: Men's Open Women's Open Under 6-foot Men's

Register in the Intramural Office or call 5838.

Blacktop

Basketball Tournament

Saturday, April 10th

REGISTRATION DEADLINE

Friday, April 9

Under 6-foot Men's

Tickets online at http://www.msu.com

Wednesday, April 13

FRI-MAY 30

NEW RIVER WEST RIVER, WEST VIRGINIA

$40/person

Register by April 20th

White Water Rafting

Friday-Saturday 23-24th

New River West River, West Virginia

Register in the Intramural Office or call 5838.

Three Divisions: Men's Open

Women's Open

Under 6-foot Men's

We're thrilled to offer you a great opportunity to experience the thrill of rafting in stunning West Virginia! With classes for all ages and skill levels, the New River West River offers an unforgettable adventure.

Register today and join us for a day of fun and excitement on the water.

Three Divisions: Men's Open

Women's Open

Under 6-foot Men's

Register in the Intramural Office or call 5838.

Three Divisions: Men's Open

Women's Open

Under 6-foot Men's

Register in the Intramural Office or call 5838.

ATTENTION SCIENTISTS!

Forbes named us "one of the top 100 places to work in science"! We are seeking BS/MS Chemists and Lab Techs- degreed and...
The Benson University hosts a free monthly “live” talk-show program held in the 3rd floor lounge (Tuesday, 11am-12pm) featuring special campus and community guests. Here’s a sneak preview for our April series!

“Discovery Series”

What is the Good Life?
April 13 (Tuesday)

What constitutes the “good life” and how do we sustain a higher “quality of life” index? Is the “good life” determined by our daily spiritual practices, our outlook on life, or our “good works?” Where can we find our “peace of mind” or redemption? Our guests include: Andrew Crox (Philosophy), Jay Ford (Religion), Batja Mesquita (Psychology), Jan Caldwell (English).

*Tai Chi: For Better Health and Wellness
April 20 (Tuesday)

Come and find out more on how to relieve stress and live a life of wellness based on utilizing Tai Chi exercises. Master San Gee Tam from the Golden Flower Tai Chi School of Winston-Salem will present an interactive workshop on Tai Chi.

*Note: this is a special feature tied into the theme year.

Classifieds

Business Office
518 Benson University Center
Winston-Salem, NC 27109
336-758-5279
336-758-4561 (fax)

Commercial Rates
1 run $6.00
3 runs $15.00

Student/Faculty Rates
1 run $2.00
3 runs $5.00

Help Wanted
Fraternities, Sororities & Student Groups: Earn $1000 - $2000 with easy 3 hour CIS Fund Raiser event. No sales required. Fund raiser days are filling up, so call today. Contact Chris 800-829-4777.

ADVENTURE CENTER in WV seeks local part-time rep, generous commission. Outdoor enthusiasts recommended. Send resume to: email rep@ sucuest.com or FAX (334) 467-3053.

SPRING BREAK BEACHES Daytona, Panama City, Pensacola, Myrtle Beach, St. Augustine, Cape Canaveral, Fort Lauderdale, etc. Best hotels, prices, parties. Browse www.tipt.com. Reps earn cash, free trips. Call lite-Campus 800-327-6013.


Biology, Science, Education and Liberal Arts Graduates
No Experience Required
Free Training in a Field with Superb Opportunities Biomedical Information Technology
Start at 28K. Most people earn 34K within a year, plus full benefits. IMS, Inc. is offering a free 4-week programming course. In the last 2 years, IMS, Inc. has hired over 50% of the students who have taken this course. Courses start June 7 or July 12. Positions located in Silver Spring, Maryland, 8 miles outside D.C. Call 888-680-5057. WWW.IMSWEB.COM.

Travel

Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen next to Clubs! 7 Parties-Free Drinks! Daytona $149! South Beach $129! Cocoa Beach $149! springbreaktravel.com. 1-800-678-6386.

Apartments
North Myrtle Beach- For college week &2 room efficiency apartments and cottage. 1/2 block of ocean. Call 800-206-1511 or 803-772-4891.


Need to get your wardrobe ready for spring?

Help Those Less Fortunate

Donate any clothing you don’t need to the SALVATION ARMY CLOTHING DRIVE.

Please take all donations to the salvation army box outside the BSA lounge in Benson 413, or call Melissa McGhie at x.1650 to arrange a special drop-off or pick-up location.

As long as clothes are being donated, they will be taken to the Salvation Army.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT...IT IS GREATLY APPRECIATED

Carolina Hurricanes
1999 Home Schedule*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MON.</th>
<th>1/19/99</th>
<th>Ottawa Senators</th>
<th>7:00 PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THU.</td>
<td>1/22/99</td>
<td>Florida Panthers</td>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT.</td>
<td>1/24/99</td>
<td>Washington Capitals</td>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MON.</td>
<td>1/26/99</td>
<td>Toronto Maple Leafs</td>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Contributing

By Kelly W.

The fourth installment, presented by study place March 29 and 30 on the Senior Elizabeth Page act of Honor Moore’s Art and senior Megan Cano Chudnow’s “The Bear”

Studio Series
Young director exposes social-gender roles

By Bob Hillman

Old Gold and Black

The university’s Museum of Anthropology will feature the latest exhibit, “Filipino Exhibit to Open in Museum,” beginning April 30 and continuing through May 11. A similar exhibit has been traveling to various communities, and it will be accompanied by an impressive array of Filipino objects and artifacts previously acquired by the university museum. Devera Hancock, the curator, said that when the heart about the traveling exhibit she immediately recognized the opportunity to display the physical representations of the unique and fascinating Filipino culture in conjunction with the area’s history.

The vitality of the peoples who migrated to America from the Philippines is one of the most enduring stories of the United States. The exhibit is scheduled to open April 9 in the museum. The reception is for invited guests, but Hancock encourages any interested students to attend.

Another notable performance was senior Drew Dongre’s portrayal of Margaret’s character, providing comic relief to this otherwise tragic play. Page’s female director exposed social-gender conflicts in both of these films, LaBute explores social-gender conflicts.

LaBute believes this is a new film, and leaves him for another woman (Natassja Kinski). Unlike Allen, though, LaBute is harsher than Allen in his depiction of LaBute’s paradigm by having women who are equally bile-ridden and sex-obsessed gynecologists. LaBute seems closer to Allen in that he seems to be presenting an even more male, self-in order to understand himself.

LaBute’s second effort, Your Friends & Neighbors, continues to explore the social boundaries between men and women. In this film, LaBute exposes the characters’ fault line; this fault line has led people to believe that LaBute is one of the most antiseptic personalities in the world. LaBute’s female characters are a full-turn away from his despicable characters. LaBute seems closer to Allen in that he seems to be presenting an even more male, self-in order to understand himself.
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Placebo

Continued from Page 85

songs that were inspired by their own albums. The music industry seems to have inspired them, particularly with their new single, "Don't You Know What Love Means?" which is an original composition that draws from their experiences with various record labels and the music industry as a whole. Overall, their latest album is a testament to their creativity and musical talent.

Debuts

Green, Rho

By Lee Ann Cooper

The graduating class of 2000 at The Ohio State University will be debuting their new, original compositions at various venues around campus.

Lecture

Dr. John Coupe, a musicologist from the University of Illinois, will be discussing the history and evolution of rock music from the 1960s to the present.

Other

The Dynamic Game: The Alpha Kappa Alpha (AKA) sorority will be presenting a series of trivia games and music quizzes, followed by a social gathering.

Calempers

Contemporary Art

Read the full article on Placebo opening at the Ohio Union Westward last week at the Nightclub 11:30.